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Multiobjective optimization of a set of N identical reverse-flow cyclone separators in parallel
was carried out by using the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA). Two objective
functions were used: the maximization of the overall collection efficiency and the minimization
of the pressure drop. Nondominated Pareto optimal solutions were obtained for an industrial
problem in which 165 m3/s of air was treated. In addition, optimal values of several decision
variables, such as the number of cyclones and eight geometrical parameters of the cyclone, are
obtained. The study shows that the diameters of the cyclone body and the vortex finder, and
the number of cyclones used in parallel, are the important decision variables influencing the
optimal solutions. This study illustrates the applicability of NSGA in solving multiobjective
optimization problems involving gas-solid separations.


Introduction


Cyclone separators have been used extensively during
this century as a major gas-cleaning device. The stan-
dard designs available now were perfected decades ago
on the basis of practical experience and insight but often
without quantitative application of the principles of
engineering practice. Although these approaches have
worked well in certain circumstances, they may not
always lead to the best possible designs. Now, increasing
demands and competition require the use of good
mathematical models describing the operation of cy-
clones, as well as their use, with modern tools of
optimization to give the best designs. In this work, we
present the methodology for obtaining the “best” designs
for cyclones that optimize (maximize or minimize)
several performance criteria (objective functions) simul-
taneously. A simple but robust, AI-based technique
(genetic algorithm, GA) is used with a good mathemati-
cal model to obtain optimal designs.


It is well-known that the results of any optimization
study are as good as the quality of the model of the
processes involved. Fortunately, several theoretical
models1-9 are available in the open literature for
calculating the grade efficiency, and subsequently the
overall collection efficiency, ηo, of cyclones. These models
perform with varying degrees of success. In effect, most
of them perform adequately for particles larger than
about 10 µm. Salcedo10 compared the grade efficiencies
calculated using several models4,5,8,9 and found that the
model of Mothes and Löffler8 provides good estimates
for both the grade-efficiency curves and the particle size
distributions of the cyclone catch and/or outlet dusts.
Our own11,12 earlier experience with the model of Mothes
and Löffler8 is similar. We have, therefore, used this
model8 in the present study.


In addition to the overall collection efficiency, another
important performance characteristic of cyclones is the
pressure drop, ∆p, which is related to the energy costs.
Several expressions have been developed1,8,13-15 to
predict ∆p, and most of the models express ∆p in terms
of the number, ∆H, of inlet velocity heads of the gas.


The value of ∆H is usually a constant for geometrically
similar cyclones of different diameters. Conflicting
inferences16-18 on the suitability of different models
have been reported. In our work, we have chosen the
model of Shepherd and Lapple13 for predicting ∆p
because of its simplicity and relatively higher ac-
curacy.17,18


In sharp contrast to work on the modeling of cyclones,
relatively little work has been reported18-21 on their
optimization. Muschelknautz19 used models1,22,23 to
obtain two geometrical ratios, (H/De) and (D/De), for the
optimized cyclone, which resulted in the desired overall
collection efficiency with minimum pressure drop. Un-
fortunately, this study did not predict all of the dimen-
sions of the optimized cyclone. Leith and Mehta18


developed a procedure by which the designer deter-
mined the set of geometrical ratios that gave the highest
possible efficiency for any combination of gas through-
put, cyclone diameter, and pressure drop. Dirgo and
Leith20 varied the outlet diameter of the Stairmand
cyclone and searched for compensating changes among
other cyclone dimensions in order to increase the
efficiency without changing the pressure drop. In both
of these studies,18,20 the pressure drop is fixed, and the
cyclone dimensions are changed to achieve the maxi-
mum value of ηo. Ramachandran et al.21 predicted the
minimum pressure drop and the geometrical ratios of
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the optimized cyclone for a given aerodynamic cut
diameter, d50.


In all of the earlier optimization studies, a single
objective function was used. However, optimization of
cyclones really involves several conflicting objectives,
namely, maximization of the overall collection efficiency
and minimization of both the pressure drop and the cost.
To the best of our knowledge, such a multiobjective
optimization study on cyclones has not been reported
in the open literature. In this study, optimization of
cyclones (at the design stage) is carried out using
multiple (conflicting) objective functions, using a genetic
algorithm.


Genetic algorithms were introduced by Holland24 in
1975 and represent a nontraditional search and opti-
mization method. They mimic the principles of genetics
and natural selection to develop search and optimization
procedures. Simple genetic algorithms (SGAs) are suit-
able for optimization problems involving single objective
functions. In such problems, a SGA usually gives all of
the global optima present. In contrast, for problems
involving multiple objective functions, unique optimal
solutions may not exist, and there may exist a set of
several equally desirable, optimal points. These solu-
tions are referred to as Pareto sets or nondominated
solutions. None of these nondominated solutions is
superior to any of the other points, and indeed, any one
of them could be selected for design or operation. The
choice of a “preferred” solution from among the Pareto
set of points requires additional knowledge about the
problem, information that may be intuitive and hence,
nonquantifiable. Statistical techniques using the opin-
ions of several decision makers are often used to arrive
at the preferred solution.25 However, the Pareto set
assists in narrowing down the choices to be considered
for a decision maker and so is of immense importance.


The classical method that has been used, until
recently, to solve problems involving several objectives
involves combining the objectives into a single scalar
objective function, a weighted average of the several
objectives. This scalarization of the actual problem
allows a simpler optimization algorithm to be used.
Unfortunately, the solution obtained depends largely on
the values of the weighting factors used, which may not
be known unequivocally. In addition, one of the draw-
backs with this approach is that some solutions may be
missed during solution.26 The advent of powerful com-
puters has now made it possible to solve problems that
involve the optimization of an objective function, I, that
is a vector of several objectives, Ii. Several techniques
are available25 for solving such multiobjective optimiza-
tion problems. One robust technique, which works with
a population of solutions, generated randomly, is an
adaptation of a SGA24,27,28 and is known as the non-
dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA).28-30 In
this technique, the trial solutions, known as chromo-
somes or strings, are classified into several fronts on
the basis of the concept of nondominance and assigned
appropriate fitness values.29,30 The techniques of SGA
are then used to obtain the Pareto optimal set. A short
summary of NSGA is provided in the Appendix.31


Formulation


The model of Mothes and Löffler8 and the computer
code developed for evaluating ηo were first tested on
some experimental data11 obtained with a Stairmand7


cyclone having a diameter D ) 0.4 m. The dimensions


and the specifications of the feed to the cyclone for one
set of experimental conditions are given in Table 1. A
vane at the inlet was used to vary the value of b/D,
consequently producing different inlet velocities, vi,
while keeping the inlet flow rate, Q, constant. The
experimental data11 obtained using the system de-
scribed in Table 1 are shown in Figure 1a for three
values of the input velocities, vi (and b/D). The grade
efficiency, η(Dp), curves predicted by the model of
Mothes and Löffler8 are obtained using the model
equations summarized in Table 2 (eqs A1-A19). These
are also plotted in Figure 1 for the three different values
of vi. The importance of vi in cyclone operation is well-
known as it influences both the pressure drop and the
collection efficiency. Only a single curve-fit parameter,
the effective mean particle diffusivity, Ds, in the tur-
bulent gas flow in the cyclone, has been used to generate
the model-predicted curves. Values of Ds between 5 ×
10-4 and 10-3 m2/s were found to represent the data
reasonably well, as shown in Figure 1b. These values
for the diffusivity are lower than the value of 0.0125
m2/s prescribed by Mothes and Löffler.8 In all cases, the
shapes of the experimental curves are predicted quite
well by the model. However, the absolute positions differ
slightly for particles below 5 µm and warrant further
improvement.


In our optimization study, in addition to computing
values of ηo, we also need to evaluate values for the
pressure drop, ∆p, in the cyclone, as well as the total
annual cost, Co. As mentioned earlier, we have chosen
the Shepherd and Lapple13 model for estimating the
pressure drop, and the exact equations used are given
in Table 2 (eqs A20 and A25). The cost for single and
multiple cyclones is calculated using an adaptation of
the correlations of Vatavuk32 and Crawford.33 The
available correlations for Co have been developed only
for cyclones having the standard geometry7 (with the
contribution of the fixed cost to Co represented in terms


Table 1. Details of the Cyclone and Feed Used in One
Experiment11


specifications value


Cyclone
number of cyclones, N 1
D, m 0.4
De/D 0.5
B/D 0.375
H/D 4.0
S/D 0.5
h/D 1.2
a/D 0.5
b/D 0.069, 0.093, 0.135


Feed
inlet velocity, vi, m/s 21.7, 16, 11
inlet flow rates, Q, m3/s 0.1194
mass-mean diameter


of solids,a Dp, µm
3.55


standard deviation of size
distribution of solids,a σp


0.21


Properties and Parameters
density of gas, Fg, kg/m3 1.14
viscosity of gas, µg, Pa s 18 × 10-6


density of solids, Fs, kg/m3 2700
effective mean diffusivity


of solids in gas, Ds, m2/s
10-3


a Size distribution of solids in feed (log-normal):


min(Dp) ) 1
x2πDp ln σp


exp[-
(ln Dp - ln Dh p)


2


2(ln σp)
2 ]
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of Nab, which, in turn, is proportional to the total sheet-
metal area, πDHN, for geometrically similar cyclones).
To account for the cost of cyclones having nonstandard
geometry resulting from optimization, these correlations
were modified slightly so as to relate the contribution
of the fixed cost to Co in terms of the (approximate)
sheet-metal area, πDHN. Here, N identical cyclones are
used in parallel to process the given feed stream. The
exact equations used are included in Table 2 (eqs A26-
A32). Thus, the complete set of model equations for the
estimation of ηo, ∆p, and Co is given in Table 2. A
schematic diagram showing all of the dimensional
parameters of standard reverse-flow cyclone is pre-
sented in Figure 2.


To illustrate the multiobjective optimization of a train
of N cyclones at the design stage, a feed must first be
specified. The feed to be processed is described in Table
3. The feed flow rate of 165 m3/s is the same as that
used in an example provided by Benı́tez34 and repre-
sents a stream to be processed in a paper mill. The
average particle density, Fs, is 1600 kg/m3. The viscosity
of the gas is 24.8 × 10-6 Pa s. The value of Ds for this
case has been assumed to be the same as that in Table
1.


Several multiobjective optimization problems with
constraints can now be formulated. We illustrate the
methodolgy used by selecting two objective functions,
I1 and I2, in this work, because it is easier to study such
problems and because they are often sufficient. The
results for such problems can also be described visually
in a more convenient manner, viz., in terms of two-
dimensional plots of I2 vs I1. We start with Problem No.
1. An obvious choice of one objective function is the
maximization of the overall collection efficiency, ηo. The
natural choice for the second objective function is the
minimization of the pressure drop, ∆p. Several decision
variables and constraints, commonly used in design, can
be used. Problem No. 1 can, thus, be described math-
ematically as follows:


Figure 1. Grade efficiency predicted by the Mothes-Löffler8 model and (a) its comparison with experimental results. (b) Effect of particle
diffusivity (Ds) on the predicted grade efficiency (inlet velocity ) 21.5 m/s).
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subject to (s.t.) Nine decision variables, ui, where i ) 1, 2, ..., 9, have
been used in this problem. The number, N, of cyclones
is to be taken as an integer. The constraints on the inlet
velocity, vi, are those normally used35,36 in industrial
practice. The lower bound on vi helps ensure reasonably
high values of ηo, while the upper bound helps reduce


Table 2. Complete Set of Model Equations for Estimating ηo, ∆p, and Co


15.0 e vi e 30.0 m/s (3c)


ui
l e ui e ui


u for i ) 1, 2, ..., 9 (3d)


model equations (Table 2) (3e)
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problems of erosion, excessively high values of ∆p, and
re-entrainment of solids. Several lower (ui


l) and upper
(ui


u) bounds have been provided for the decision vari-
ables, ui. These are given in Table 4 and discussed later.


An alternate, two-objective optimization problem
(Problem No. 2) can also be studied. In this problem, ηo


is maximized while the cost, Co, is minimized.


s.t.


The bounds used (first level or a priori bounds) on
the nine decision variables, u, for both Problem No. 1
and Problem No. 2, are given in Table 4. Most of these
have been chosen to encompass the values correspond-
ing to the high-efficiency cyclone of Stairmand,7 which
are also provided for comparison in the table. It is hoped
that our study will produce more optimal cyclone
geometries than the one proposed (empirically) by
Stairmand. A reasonably large range is provided for the
first decision variable, N. The optimal number of
cyclones to be used for the specified feed is to be
computed by the optimization algorithm and should lie
within the bounds (otherwise, a higher value of the
upper bound should be used). Similarly, a small range
for the cyclone diameter, D, of 0.3-0.7 m has been
taken. The lower limit helps prevent re-entrainment of
the collected solids from the cyclone wall. The upper
bound on D, as for the case of N, is somewhat arbitrarily
selected and has to be relaxed, at least to some extent,
if the optimal solution lies at the upper bound.


An interesting requirement arises in the study of
cyclone optimization. Several additional bounds and
constraints must be added to override the random choice
of decision variables. These are referred to as second-
level or overriding constraints, and two that are opera-
tive for the selections made for the a priori bounds in
Table 4 are mentioned in that table (additional, similar
overriding constraints may need to be added for other
choices). For example, both S/D and a/D have been
selected to lie in the range from 0.4 to 0.6. However, a
well-known practice is to have a e S, as this minimizes
the short-circuiting of the feed stream to the outlet. In
Table 4, therefore, S/D has been allowed to be selected
randomly between 0.4 and 0.6 for any chromosome, but
a/D has to be governed by the overriding constraint, 0.4
e a/D e u8


u, where the value of u8
u to be used is the


value of S/D for that particular chromosome. In other
words, the bound is chromosome-specific. Similarly, the
width, b, of the rectangular inlet duct should not be such
that the tangentially entering gases impinge on the
outer walls of the gas-outlet pipe. Because De/D is
allowed to take on any value (randomly) in the range
0.4-0.6, and because an a priori bound on b/D of 0.15-
0.25 has been selected, it is necessary to override the
latter by 0.15 e b/D e (1 - De/D)/2, if the value of De/D
for any particular chromosome has been chosen such
that 0.5 e De/D e 0.6 (and to use 0.15 e b/D e 0.25 if
0.4 e De/D e 0.5). The presence of these kinds of
overriding bounds necessitates adaptation of the map-
ping procedures for the binary chromosomes into real
numbers in the SGA and NSGA procedures30 (see


Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a cyclone.


Table 3. Feed Processed by the Cyclone To Be
Optimized


Feed Specifications
Q, m3/s 165
Dh p, µm 10.0
σp


a 2.5


Properties and Parameters
Fg, kg/m3 0.7895 Fs, kg/m3 1600
µg, Pa s 24.8 × 10-6 Ds, m2/s 10-3


a Log-normal size distribution of solids in feed (see Table 1).


Table 4. Bounds On Decision Variables, ui [Problem No.
1 (reference run) as well as Problem No. 2]


First-Level (a priori) Bounds


i ui ui
l ui


u
Stairmand7


high-efficiencya


1 N 1 2048
2 D, m 0.3 0.7
3 De/D 0.4 0.6 0.5
4 B/D 0.325 0.425 0.375
5 H/D 3.5 4.5 4.0
6 S/D 0.4 0.6 0.5
7 h/D 1.1 1.3 1.2
8 a/D 0.4 0.6 0.5
9 b/D 0.15 0.25 0.2


Second-Level (overriding) Bounds


(i) 0.4 e a/D e S/D in any chromosome
(ii) If 0.5 e De/D e 0.6 in any chromosome,


then 0.15 e b/D e (1 - De/D)/2
a Values for the Stairmand7 high-efficiency cyclone.


Problem No. 2
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15.0 e vi e 30.0 m/s (4c)
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u for i ) 1, 2, ..., 9 (4d)


model equations (Table 2) (4e)
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Appendix) currently in use.24,27-31 One must, for ex-
ample, first map ui for i ) 1, 2, ..., 7 using the normal
techniques. The values of S/D and De/D chosen for any
chromosome must then be used to decide the bounds to
be used for that chromosome while the binary values of
a/D and b/D are mapped into the real-number domain.
It must be mentioned here that the use of chromosome-
specific bounds does lead to a change in the basic
character of the GA. The reason for the success of the
crossover operator in this algorithm is believed to be
that the daughters inherit the good features of the
parents. This is affected by the use of the empirical
method proposed. An alternate method for dealing with
this issue would be to use the penalty method, which
would slowly (or instantaneously) kill the daughter
chromosomes violating the above constraints. The re-
sults obtained using the latter approach were quite
similar to those obtained with the present method, and
this somewhat justifies the use of this empirical map-
ping technique. A similar inference was drawn in our
earlier study37 on the multiobjective optimization of
steam reformers.


It might be mentioned that the codes for SGA and
NSGA usually work with minimization of objective
functions. Because one of our two objective functions in
our problems in eqs 3 and 4 involves maximization, we
convert our problems into pure minimization problems
by defining fitness functions, F1 and F2, both of which
are to be minimized. A common procedure28 is to use
the following:


s.t.


The procedure used to satisfy the constraint on the
range of values for vi (eqs 3c and 4c) is to penalize
chromosomes violating these constraints by adding an
arbitrarily large number, Pe, to the two fitness functions,
F1 and F2, so that such chromosomes become unfit and
die out (instantaneous killing). The use of penalties
does, in fact, hamper the success of a GA to some extent.
A larger number of generations is required for conver-
gence to be attained, and, possibly, some scatter and
oscillations are introduced. However, constraints that
cannot be easily be satisfied in an a priori manner are
quite commonly encountered in chemical engineering
problems of industrial interest, and we have had
reasonable success in using the penalty function with
GAs in recent years, as discussed in our recent review.38


Results and Discussion


The multiobjective optimization problems (eqs 3 and
4) were solved using a computer code for NSGA (with
the adaptations of , e.g., chromosome-specific bounds
and penalty functions). This code was tested earlier by
our group on several multiobjective optimization prob-
lems.38 The computational parameters29,30 used in this
study are given in Table 5. The CPU time required for
the solution of the present problem was 0.24 s on a Cray
J916 computer.


The results of the reference (“ref”) Problem No. 1 (eq
3), called Problem 1, Case 1, are shown in Figure 3 (solid
circles). Some scatter is observed for the optimal values
of the decision variables. Such scatter is common38 in
the solutions of complex multiobjective optimization
problems as obtained by the adapted versions of NSGA.
This scatter can possibly be reduced to some extent by
changing the computational parameters (an expensive
and possibly unnecessary step), but cannot be elimi-
nated completely. Pareto sets are indeed obtained for
the present problem.


It is interesting to observe from Figure 3 that the
optimal values of the decision variables (all except N)
lie at their bounds (H/D at its upper bound, all others
at their lower bounds). The selection of the bounds of
the geometrical ratios as the optimal values of the
decision variables by the algorithm can be explained
physically. For example, the overall collection efficiency
generally increases with the height of the cyclone, the
maximum height being limited only by the available
headroom (not specified in our problem). Also, in tall
cyclones, the re-entrained dust has a better chance of
recollection because of the greater distance between the
dust and the gas outlet. Thus, to increase the collection
efficiency, the method selects H/D at its upper bound.
The method selects the lower bound of B/D as the
optimum value. A lower value of B/D ensures a conical
structure of the cyclone and facilitates the collection of
the separated dust into the hopper. It also prevents the
re-entrainment of the collected dust in the hopper (the
model of Mothes and Löffler8 incorporates a region of
mass transfer in which re-entrainment of deposited
particles from the hopper into the lower part of the
cyclone occurs). In a separate study conducted by our
group,39 we tested a 0.2-m-diameter Stairmand7 cyclone
having three different diameters (0.053, 0.075, and 0.10
m) of the vortex finder. The efficiency increases consid-
erably with decreasing diameter of the vortex finder,
although the trend indicates the presence of an optimum
value. An optimum value of De/D in the present study
lies between 0.33 and 0.5, as suggested by Dirgo and
Leith.40


Figure 3c indicates that the values of ηo are con-
strained by the upper bound of 30 m/s being attained
by the inlet velocity. Also, the lower bound on vi is
observed to determine the largest value of N. The
sensitivity of the optimal solutions to N, from among
the several decision variables used, is clearly indicated
in Figure 3b. A similar sensitivity of the optimal
solutions to only one or two of the decision variables
has also been observed in several earlier studies38 and
is a result of the tremendous amount of “freedom”
present in the optimization problem. In fact, we solved
eq 3 using only one (N) or two decision variables (N and
D, N and De/D, etc.), and it was found that the decision
variables did, indeed, vary over the points on the Pareto
set in these problems with considerably reduced amounts
of freedom.


The results in Figure 3 indicate that the geometry of
the high-efficiency cyclone suggested by Stairmand7 on


Table 5. Computational Parameters29,30


maximum number of generations, maxgen 500
population size, Np 100
probability of crossover, pc 0.65
probability of mutation, pm 0.001
random seed28 0.87619
spreading parameter, σ 0.015
exponent controlling the sharing effect, R 2


Problems Nos. 1, 2


Min F1 ≡ 1
1 + I1


(5a)


Min F2 ≡ I2 (5b)


all earlier constraints (eqs 3 or 4, c-e) (5c)
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the basis of empirical results is really not the optimal.
Figure 3l gives the computed value of the cost, Co,
corresponding to different points on the Pareto set for
the reference case (note that Figure 3l is not the Pareto
set corresponding to Problem No. 2 described in eq 4).


A few additional problems similar to Problem No. 1
(Case 1, reference case) were also studied. Because most
of the decision variables in the reference case were found
to lie at either their upper or lower bounds, we decided
to change all of these bounds. The details are given in
Table 6 (Problem No. 1, Case 2). Figure 3 shows that
the Pareto set shifts to higher values of ηo when the
bounds are moved farther away from the Stairmand7


values. Once again, the geometrical ratios B/D, H/D,
S/D, h/D, a/D, and b/D are found to lie at their new
bounds (H/D at its upper bound, all others at their lower
bounds). It appears that ηo could be increased even more
by moving the bounds further, if this is at all practically
attainable. The other three decision variables, N, D, and
De/D, corresponding to the different points on the Pareto
optimal set are shown in panels b, d, and e, respectively,
of Figure 3. N and De/D are observed to be almost
constant (with some scatter in the latter), whereas D
takes on values away from its new lower bound, in
contrast to what was observed for the reference case. D
decreases, and vi increases, as ηo goes up. Once vi


Figure 3. Optimal solutions for (b) the reference case (Problem 1, Case 1) and (O) Case 2 (Table 6). The computed values of vi and of the
cost for the points on the Pareto set are shown in panels c and l, respectively.


Table 6. Description of the Problems Studied


case # 1 (ref, Prob 1) 2 (Prob 1) 3 (Prob 1) 4 (Prob 1) 5 (Prob 2)


N 1-2048 1-2048 1-2048 1-2048 1-2048
D, m 0.3-0.7 0.2-0.7 0.3-0.7 0.3-0.7 0.3-0.7
De/D 0.4-0.6 0.3-0.6 0.4-0.6 0.4-0.6 0.4-0.6
B/D 0.325-0.425 0.3-0.425 0.325-0.425 0.325-0.425 0.325-0.425
H/D 3.5-4.5 3.5-5.0 3.5-4.5 3.5-4.5 3.5-4.5
S/D 0.4-0.6 0.3-0.6 0.4-0.6 0.4-0.6 0.4-0.6
h/D 1.1-1.3 1.0-1.3 1.1-1.3 1.1-1.3 1.1-1.3
a/D 0.4-0.6 0.3-0.6 0.4-0.6 0.4-0.6 0.4-0.6
b/D 0.15-0.25 0.12-0.25 0.15-0.25 0.15-0.25 0.15-0.25
vi


l, m/s 15 15 15 15 15
vi


u, m/s 30 30 30 30 30
∆p, Pa - - 0-3000 - -
notes - - - different


modelsa


for ∆p


cost Pareto


a (a) model of Stairmand7 and (b) model of Ramachandran et al.21
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reaches its upper bound, De/D drops suddenly, and D
jumps up to give a further increase in ηo. After this
jump, De/D again remains almost constant, and D
decreases (with N constant and vi increasing). Jumps
in the values of the decision variables when a bound or
constraint is reached are quite common in complex
problems and, in fact, can be intuitively explained from
the solutions of simpler optimization problems involving
only a few decision variables.


Another variation of Problem No. 1, Case 1, is
described as Case 3 in Table 6. This differs from the
reference Case 1 in that an upper bound of 3000 Pa is
imposed on the pressure drop. A penalty value, Pe (see
discussion following eq 5) is added to the fitness func-
tions to ensure that this constraint is satisfied. Figure
4 presents the results and compares them with those
for the reference case. The effect of the reduced flex-
ibility in Case 3 because of the constraint imposed on
the pressure drop has interesting consequences on
certain parameters of the cyclone. These can be observed
in Figure 4b-d. De/D shows a decreasing trend from its
maximum value of 0.6 to its minimum value of 0.4,
whereas D, B/D, S/D, h/D, a/D, and b/D remain constant
at their lower bounds (not shown) and H/D at its upper
bound. Once De/D reaches its lowest value, a sudden
jump occurs, with a simultaneous decrease of N and
increase in vi. The dominance of De/D over the other
decision variables is clearly seen in this case. In passing,
we mention that a large range of variation was used
for the geometrical ratios in this work. It is presumed
that the physical models of collection efficiency and
pressure drop apply for such designs.


The effects of varying the system parameters, Dh p, σp,


Fs, and Q, have also been studied, but the detailed
results are not presented for the sake of brevity. It was
found that increasing Dh p and Fs and lowering σp shift
the Pareto sets to higher values of ηo. The Pareto sets
for three different values of the input gas flow rate, Q,
are found to be the same. All that is required for higher
values of Q is to have correspondingly larger values of
N. The values of D and the geometrical ratios remain
almost unchanged at their bounds, as for the reference
case.


The effects of the computational parameters on the
results are presented in Figure 5 for Problem No. 1. This
diagram shows the distribution of the feasible solutions
(those satisfying the constraint for the inlet velocity) at
different generations. An essentially random distribu-
tion of feasible solutions is observed in the early (Ng )
1-5) generations. The Pareto set starts emerging from
about the fifth generation. Figure 5g,h shows that, by
about the 200th generation (Ng ) 200), optimization is
essentially complete. It must be emphasized that, in the
early stages of NSGA, several other chromosomes
(violating the constraint on the inlet velocity) are also
present in the gene pool. These provide genetic diversity
in the population. In the later stages, diversity is made
possible by including (and not completely “killing”) the
“dominated” chromosomes having higher values of the
front number. Figure 6a-d describes the effect of
varying the crossover (pc) and mutation (pm) prob-
abilities. It can be seen that the Pareto sets obtained
using different values of pc (Figure 6a-c) are superposed
(in fact, panels a and c of Figure 6 are almost identical,
whereas Figure 6b is superposed with these, but its
range is slightly different). Thus, the effect of pc on the


Figure 4. Optimal solutions for (O) Case 3. Results for the reference problem (Problem 1, Case 1) are also shown (b) for comparison.
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results is not too important. The same cannot be said
of the mutation probability, pm. It is seen from Figure
6d that low values of pm result in gaps in the Pareto
set. A similar effect is observed (not shown) at higher
values of pm. The best value of this computational
parameter has to be found by trial. Figure 6e,f shows
that the results are quite sensitive to the value of the
“spreading” parameter, σ. This parameter (as well as29,30


R) is used to decide the “closeness” of the chromosomes
in the decision variable space and to help penalize
chromosomes that are clustered together (hence the
name). This ensures that NSGA spreads out the optimal
solutions. It is observed that only a part of the Pareto
set is obtained if σ is not chosen properly. Unfortunately,
the choice of the best value of this parameter, too, is
problem-specific.


Figure 7 shows the influence of the equations used
for ∆p on the Pareto set for the reference case of
Problem No. 1 (Case 1). Three correlations have been
usedsthose of Shepherd and Lapple (reference case),13


as well as those of Stairmand7 (Case 4a, Table 6) and
Ramachandran et al.21 (Case 4b, Table 6). The equations
for ∆p for all of these cases are included in Table 2. It
is found that, even though the Pareto sets (Figure 7a)
differ slightly, some of the important decision variables


(viz., N, D, and De/D) are almost the same for the three
cases (not shown in the figure). It is interesting to see
that the optimal values of B/D and h/D are slightly
different (Figure 7b,c) when the correlation of Ram-
achandran et al. is used (with a larger scatter for B/D).


Figure 8 gives the solution of Problem No. 2 (eq 4,
Case 5 in Table 6). In this problem, the annual cost, Co,
is minimized, while ηo is maximized. The bounds of the
decision variables are the same as for Case 1. D, B/D,
S/D, h/D, a/D, and b/D are found to lie at their lower
bounds, whereas H/D is at its upper bound. The cost
Pareto in Figure 8a is found to extend over a lower
range of values of ηo. Again, De/D is constant at its upper
bound until a certain point and then jumps quite
suddenly to near its lower bound (Figure 8d), whereas
N decreases almost linearly and jumps up (and there-
after falls again) when De/D jumps down. The impor-
tance of both N and De/D as decision variables control-
ling the Pareto set for Problem No. 2 is observed. Figure
8e shows the calculated values of ∆p corresponding to
the different points on the Co vs. ηo Pareto. It is
interesting to observe (Figure 8e) that the ∆p vs. ηo
Pareto for Case 1 (Problem No. 1) is almost indistin-
guishable from the computed ∆p vs. ηo curve corre-
sponding to the cost Pareto over the range where the


Figure 5. Development of the Pareto set (∆p vs ηo) over the generations for the reference problem (Problem 1, Case 1).
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values of ηo are similar. Similarly, the other decision
variables are superposed in this range. The parallelism
between these two curves is to be noted and suggests
that three-dimensional Paretos (maximize ηo, minimize
∆p, minimize Co) will not lead to substantially different
results.


Conclusions


Multiobjective optimization of an industrial cyclone
treating 165 m3/s of air was carried out using the NSGA
technique. A few illustrative problems that maximized
the cyclone efficiency and minimized the pressure drop
by altering a combination of nine decision variables were
solved. The decision variables include eight geometrical
parameters of a reverse-flow cyclone (D, De/D, B/D, H/D,
S/D, h/D, a/D, and b/D) and the number of identical
cyclones (N) used in parallel. It was found that D, De/


D, and N are the important decision variables control-
ling the nondominated Pareto optimal solutions of
collection efficiency and pressure drop. In addition, it
was also observed that, whenever a bound or constraint
is reached, sudden changes in the plots of the optimal
values of N, D, and/or De/D occur. For a majority of the
optimal solutions, the rest of the decision variables lie
at their lower bounds, except for H/D, which lies at its
upper bound. Indeed, the optimal geometry under
reference conditions (De/D ) 0.4, B/D ) 0.325, H/D )
4.5, S/D ) 0.4, h/D ) 1.1, a/D ) 0.4, b/D ) 0.15) is found
to be significantly different from the values suggested
by Stairmand7 for the high-efficiency cyclone conditions
(De/D ) 0.5, B/D ) 0.375, H/D ) 4.0, S/D ) 0.5, h/D )
1.5, a/D ) 0.5, b/D ) 0.2).


The optimal solutions obtained by cost minimization
are parallel to the solutions obtained by pressure


Figure 6. Effect of pc, pm, and σ on the Pareto set for the reference case (Problem 1, Case 1).
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minimization. Therefore, the three-dimensional Paretos
(maximize ηo, minimize ∆p, minimize Co) are expected
to lead to similar optimal values of the decision vari-
ables. The Pareto solutions obtained in this work assist
in narrowing down the choices faced by the decision
maker for the optimal operation of cyclones.


Appendix 1


Summary of the Simple Genetic Algorithm24,27,28


and NSGA.29,30 A genetic algorithm (GA, or simple GA,
SGA) is a robust, AI-based computational technique for
optimization that mimics the mechanisms of natural
evolution. This is done by the creation of a population
of solutions (each represented in terms of a set of several
binary numbers generated randomly), referred to as
chromosomes or strings. These are analogous to the
chromosomes in DNA. The chromosomes then go through
a process of simulated “evolution”.


Each chromosome encodes the values of the different
parameters (decision variables) being optimized, in
terms of several binary digits (bits). Bit-manipulation
operators then implement reproduction, crossover, mu-
tation, and other biological operators of natural evolu-
tion, to improve the “fitness” of the chromosomes.


During the implementation of a GA, the binary
information on decision variables is first mapped into
real values using prescribed bounds, and the fitness
(objective) functions of the chromosomes are evaluated
using a model. A new population (generation) is created
by performing reproduction of the chromosomes in the


current population using the Darwinian principle of
survival of the fittest. This is done by copying the
chromosomes in the earlier generation into a gene pool,
with the number of copies made being proportional to
their fitness functions. The chromosomes in the gene
pool then undergo pairwise random crossover and
random mutation operations in order to provide mem-
bers of the next generation. In the course of several
generations, the fitness of the chromosomes improves,
and fitter sets of strings emerge.


Deb and Srinivas29 developed the nondominated sort-
ing genetic algorithm (NSGA) to solve problems involv-
ing the optimization of multiple objectives. The algo-
rithm generates a set of solutions and classifies these
into several fronts. In any front, the chromosomes are
mutually nondominating over each other [two solutions
are said to be nondominating, if, on moving from one
solution to another, we find an improvement in one of
the objective functions but a deterioration in one (or
more) of the other objective function(s)]. The chromo-
somes in these fronts are assigned progressively lower,
common (dummy) values of the fitness function. Each
chromosome in any front is then assigned an individual
value of the fitness function. This is obtained by dividing
the common dummy fitness value for the members of
the front by the niche count of the individual chromo-
some. The niche count gives an indication of how dense
the population is around any particular chromosome (in
the decision variable space). In computing the niche
count of any chromosome, the other chromosomes at the
same location are counted completely (as one full


Figure 7. Results of Cases 4a and b (different models for the pressure drop). Results for the reference problem (Problem 1, Case 1) are
also shown (b) for comparison.
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neighbor). The contribution of any member lying farther
away is given by the expression 1 - (distance/σ)R. Thus,
the farther a neighbor happens to be, the lower its
contribution to the niche count of any particular chro-
mosome. A chromosome that is at a distance farther
than σ is not counted as a neighbor. Computation of the
fitness function using the niche count, referred to as
sharing, helps to spread out the chromosomes, as this
procedure favors chromosomes that are spaced farther
apart while penalizing those that are closely clustered.
At the end of this procedure, each string in the gene
pool has a value of the fitness function associated with
it, with the value of the fitness function being the
highest for the most isolated and most highly nondomi-
nated chromosome. This is followed by the reproduction,
crossover, and mutation operations, as in SGAs. A
flowchart is available in refs 31 and 38.
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Nomenclature


a ) height of the cyclone inlet (m)
A ) area of the cyclone (m2)
b ) width of the cyclone inlet (m)
B ) diameter of the base of the cyclone (m)
c0, c1, c2, c3, c4 ) concentration of particles (kg/m3)
Cann ) total annual cost ($)
Ccr ) capital recovery cost ($/year)


Figure 8. Optimal solutions for Case 5 (Problem No. 2, eq 4). Results for the reference problem (Problem 1, Case 1) are also shown (b)
for comparison.
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Cel ) cost of electricity
Ceq ) total equipment cost ($)
Co ) total cost ($/year)
Ctci ) total capital investment ($)
d50 ) cut diameter (µm)
D ) diameter of the cyclone (m)
De ) diameter of the exit pipe (m)
Dh p ) mass-mean diameter of solids (µm)
Ds ) effective mean diffusivity of solids in gas (m2/s)
F ) fitness function
G ) friction coefficient
h ) height of the cylindrical portion of the cyclone (m)
H ) total height of the cyclone (m)
hy ) number of hours per year
I ) objective function
l ) natural length (m)
min ) mass of solid size Dp in feed
N ) number of cyclones
P ) power (watt)
Pe ) penalty value
Q ) inlet flow rate (m3/s)
ra* ) corrected radius (m)
rcrf ) rate of capital recovery
rf ) rate of freight and tax
S ) depth of the exit pipe (m)
u ) decision variable
vi ) inlet velocity (m/s)
vr ) radial velocity (m/s)
w ) settling velocity (m/s)


Greek symbols


R ) exponent controlling the sharing (spreading) effect
∆H ) number of inlet velocity heads
∆p ) pressure drop (Pa)
η ) grade efficiency
ηo ) overall collection efficiency
µg ) viscosity of gas (Pa.s)
Fg ) density of gas (kg/m3)
Fs ) density of solids (kg/m3)
σ ) sharing (spreading) parameter
σp ) standard deviation of size distribution of solids


Subscripts


s ) solids
g ) gas
l ) liquid
i ) decision variable


Superscripts


u ) upper bound on the decision variable
l ) lower bound on the decision variable
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